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An ideal holiday is the one where you leave the world behind and be with yourself and the ones you
want to be with. And what could be a better way to achieve this that to rent a villa in Tuscany-with its
picturesque Italian landscapes and artistic legacy. These Villas For Rent In Tuscany provide an
ideal vacation option for family holidays or group holidays as they cater for the accommodation for
10-12 individuals with additional accommodation available in close vicinity. With facilities like a
heated swimming pool, free wi fi internet, a wide range of sports facilities, a paved terrace, sufficient
parking space and much more, these villas are a realisation of a touristâ€™s luxurious dream holiday.

The villas are re appropriated versions of old barn houses, which have been modified for comfort
and luxury while retaining their original rustic charm. With high ceilings, wide windows which let in
ample daylight, impressive tasteful furnishings and a view that can tranquilise the senses these
Tuscan villa to rent can be a perfect getaway in a true sense. There is also an option of
arrangement of meals at the villa itself apart from an array of some good restaurants serving
authentic Italian food in close proximity. A grocery store nearby can also be explored if
experimentation with self-cooking is desired. The kitchen is well equipped .A terrace barbeque is an
added attraction.

A stay in these villas can be an experience of a life time, an experience which rejuvenates the mind,
body and the soul. It is like breath fresh air in a stale closeted life. The Tuscan villa takes one back
into the time when man was closer to nature. The beautiful panoramic view from the arched
windows and spacious clutter free interiors are a welcome contrast to stifled city life.

Ample recreational facilities have also been provided. These include cooking classes and wine tours
and tastings for the enthusiasts as well as cycling, walking, tennis, golf and table tennis for the
sports lovers. Television and stereo system with multiregional DVDs cater for indoor entertainment.
This Italian town is a shopperâ€™s paradise with many antique shops for the collectors. There are also
many apparel and shoe stores for the fashionistas .

The bookings can be done online or by telephone and requires deposition of 50% of the rent. Apart
from this some amount would be deposited as security deposit which would be reimbursed before
departure after deduction cost incurred for any breakages during the stay. The weekly rental rates
vary depending on the time of the year the Tuscan villa is to be rented. These may range from
â‚¬2000 to â‚¬4000 for a week. Apart from this daily housekeeping services, provision of cooked food in
the villa, and additional linen changes are provided at extra cost. Pets may be kept in the villa but
prior notice at the time of booking is required.

With the kind of amenities provided in a beautiful location, these villas are truly an epitome of a
perfect luxurious getaway .
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The above description provides information about a Luxury Villa With Pool Tuscany. These a
Tuscan Villa To Rent provide a perfect getaway in the lap of nature with all the luxurious amenities
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